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1. Two steps to crush your
copywriting on social platforms

Writing for social media is not similar to writing for the web. When you write a copy for the web,
you have one goal: to SELL. When you write for social media, you don’t necessarily want to sell.
You can have other marketing objectives in mind. Your main focus is to create a link between
your brand or Person and your community.

Know who is your target audience.
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Workshop 1- copywriting for social media.
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Workshop 3 - copywriting for social media.
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1.1 Before you start writing
Three assumptions to keep in mind

Each time you want to start writing on your
social properties, you need to know to whom
you are writing. You must know your audience
before you start writing. If you wish to nail
your post, you need to answer their concerns

and motivations. Know their pinpoint.
° Your content is seen on mobile devices.
Convert your marketing objective
° Visuals increase the readability of your posts.
into a social media one.
° Your content is not only targeting your
followers, but also your followers ‘audiences. Why are you writing on social media?
The reason you have in mind is your goal. To
make it easier for you, social media marketers classify “these needs” into sections:
Think SMART Objectives
Predefine your social media objectives accordingly to your marketing ones. They MUST be
SMART: Specific (clear & concise), Measurable
(KPIs) , Achievable (in hand), Relevant (in adequation with activity), & Time bounded (strategy with a deadline).
Create standards to ensure
your content is consistent.
What do you wish to accomplish with your
social media? Why is it part of your marketing strategy?

Conversational matters.
To animate the community, start a conversation with your followers, answer comments
and DM.
Amplification.
To spread news, go viral. Know your followers’
preferences and provide them with content
that encourages them to be shared.
Brand utility.
Provide content that makes you look like an
expert. This content must be replicable and
useful to your followers.
Conversion
Create content to drive more clicks, either to
your website, portfolio, or merch. It’s like a
game of seduction. Your content must stir
the curiosity to click. Make them want to click.
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1.2 When writing for social media
Inspirational

Your content must draw attention and be
taken as a reference or a source of inspiration.
Work on your voice and tone.
Your copies MUST sound like you. Your personality must take over. Be careful with your
branding: determine important elements
such as abbreviations, proprietary information. Put some guidelines concerning the
type of content on every single platform.

Avoid any distraction to escape your
writer’s block.
Most of the time, it isn’t that you don’t have
the words, it is simply the pressure you put
yourself into, especially if you have a short
deadline.
Avoid last minute writings and take your
socials seriously. Spend more time on your
copies before posting. Best practices advise
you to take at least 33 minutes per copy.
Make simplified copies.
Every post MUST transmit ONE idea. Write
short simple sentences with clear and direct
messages.
Read your text out loud.
If your text is well written, it should be easy to
be read out loud. If not, you’ll find out what
and where to change the minute you hear
yourself saying it.

Master your wording.
Be careful with your words. Choose those
who are the most appropriate to your core activity. Examine the words your followers and
competitors use and apply them too. Their
habits can lead you to some great vocabulary
too. Examine words that can match with your
universe and exclude those who don’t. Write
your idea before you start writing your text.
Have different wording for the same post.
At this stage, you have a clear idea of your
call to action. Now you can write your post.
There are many possible ways to convey the
message in mind. Write multiple versions of
this message, until you find the appropriate
one. You need to get creative.
(or) Use a social message optimizer.
It will analyze your message, your character length, number of hashtags, emoji count.
It will help you optimize your message for every social network.
° You will review your copy based on real data. You will learn what to keep in your copy and
what to remove. It will save you time.
° You will get immediate feedback, and A/B tests your copies before publishing them.
° You will get more engagement compared to your previous posts.
https://coschedule.com/social-message-optimizer
Avoid talking to your community as an entity.
Preferably, address your post to an individual and not to a group. Don’t be too formal, try to
keep it light (especially on Instagram & TikTok). Talk to your ideal audience as if it was one
single persona and put him at the center of your creative writing. This way, every reader will
feel concerned by what you say, and doesn’t has to think if he’s part of this entity you are
adressing or not.
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Use active voice.
It will help you engage with your audience.
It helps identify the action and who is accomplishing it.
Put your audience at the
center of your story.
Understand what are their interests and deliver some value
to your audience. Convey a clear benefit to your audience.
People want to share posts that show them as a part of something bigger.
Be concise.
Write short sentences. It will hook your audience better.
Try to limit yourself to four sentences.
Make the end of your sentences specific and detail oriented.
Your social media copy must match your web content.
It must match your visual content too.
Find the appropriate Hashtag.
When people use social media, they search by using hashtags. To find their answer, they use
specific keywords to reach a specific result.
When it comes to choosing hashtags, think of them as keywords just like on search engine
mortars. Use specific words to put your product or service in the right basket and expose it in
front of the right target audience.
Use hashtags related to the benefits of your product or service, or even opt for features, or
any detail your followers might think of and search for. Don’t neglect trending hashtags, if
they are relevant to your situation.
The better you know your target audience, the more you can refine your choice of hashtags.
Get inspired by big brands like Canon, Nikon, Leica, etc.
https://hashtagify.me/

Write to inform or entertain.
When writing for social media, you are netting a link between you and your followers. Your
content must be informational and or entertaining. Only then, you engage with your audience, just like in a face-to-face conversation with your friends. Most of the time, best practices have shown that organic content focuses on information or entertainement,
when paid content aims to sales content.
Invoke curiosity.
Tell a story or leave some answers unanswered to invoke curiosity.
Share personal details within your story, so people can relate and see you’ve been through
this problem before. Tell them how you overcame this challenge and why is it important to
take action by opting for your service or product.
You will stir instant connection thanks to emotion. Try to pay forward your product. Show that
at a given time you had a certain need and this is the solution. And if you’re sharing , it’s only
to help out other people in the same situation.
Clear CTA.
Always end your posts with a clear Call to Action. Your posts must have a purpose, and must
ask people to do a certain action. You need to be clear about that.
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SUMMARY
Headlines for social media

Before You Write Your Copy.

More than 60% of shared articles on social media aren’t read before being shared.
Most articles are shared based on the impact supplied by headlines on a given audience.
Make sure your headlines are descriptive, interesting, and compelling. Most share-worthy
headlines provide clear information about their content.
Adapt the headline to the page type it’s on. Use action words and power words. Write your
headline with your audience in mind and get to the value quickly.

Write for mobie devices.

Know YOUR audience FIRST.

Set SMART Objectives.

Think consistency and simplicity.

Think why you are
writing your copy.

Be careful with your voice
and tone.

To avoid losing its effectiveness on search engine motors, use 60 characters or less to make
your headline (10 – 12 words).
The first and last three words of your headline should be relevant, because people skim when
they read, and what they read the most is these words first.

Five modern formulas
for successful headlines
How to […] in [#] simple steps.
[Do something] like [this expert] without
[ this negative].
[#] of lessons I learned while [doing something].
[some number] of secret/ hidden ways
to [do something].
[#] of [big adjective] specific thing you
should do.

Avoid distractions.

Read your copy out loud.

Test Your Headlines
It is recommended to test your headlines to
achieve your goals in mind better and easier,
by avoiding previous mistakes.
° A/B Testing: set 2 versions of headlines for
the same article, and the one that performs
better is the one to keep.
° Make a paid ad with two headlines and
see which one is operating better thanks to
the data provided by your social network.
° Test Two headlines for the same copy
on Twitter and see which one gets better
responses.

When You Write Your Copy.

° Have an objective in mind.
° Have an audience in mind.
° Talk to your community as one
person.
° Have a tone and voice.
° Examine your wording and make
multiple copies for one post.

° Use active voice.
° Use hashtags.
° Be concise and simple.
° Write to inform or entertain.
° Invoke curiosity.
° Always end your post with a CTA.
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A LITTLE EXTRA FOR THE ROAD
The AIDA Formula

The AIDA formula has divided social media marketers. Some of them think it’s a great technic
but only functions for copies on the web, others believe it’s a great one to adopt for social media too.
The AIDA formula is a simple and effective reasoning to grab your audience attention to something you want audience to appreciate. All the efforts behind it are to convince them to
accomplish a given call to action. Create the need or the urge to accomplish a certain action
and leave the rest to your audience.
What does AIDA stand for, and what does it hide, all details are in the following scheme.
Your approach
Hey You! I have
something special
for you !

With my product
your creative journey is respected !

ATTENTION

INSPIRE

You will make more
impactful photos with
my product !

Download my Saas
software to get that
effect I promised !

DESIRE

ACTION

Your prospect’s approach - (wanted effect)
Oh really? Tell me
more about it!

You’re my role model, my hero!!

ATTENTION

INSPIRE

That would be awesome!
DESIRE

Loading...
ACTION

° Attention: Grab the attention of your reader by calling them out. Hook them with something
that is interesting to their eyes or by evocating something unusual.
° Inspire: Get your audience interested in what you say by sharing something different.
° Desire: Explain to your audience why they should wish to have what you sell or offer. Give
them basic rational. Hit their emotion, work on that soft spot. Give them a reason or a pretext
to accomplish what you asked them to do.
° Action: ask them to do something to get what you just promised them.
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A LITTLE EXTRA FOR THE ROAD

Explain, inform, entertain... Don’t sell
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2. Workshop 1Copywriting for social media.

A social media agency’s marketing team invites you to help them with an editorial content plan
for their client, a Contemporary Art Gallery. The client wants to organize an Art Fair with different photographers from all around the world. They have invested a lot in this event (time and
money), and their only wish is to make people come to their event, despite the restriction of
the actual sanitary crisis. They are ready to respect all governmental decisions as long as the
event takes place.
Before, you attended the meeting, Audrey, Head of Social Media strategies at the agency, sends
you a brief regarding the copy, the client expects them to come up with:

Urban Artography’s latest brief.
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2. Workshop 1Copywriting for social media.

You will attend this meeting and assist to their dialogue. Based on what you heard, try to hand
out your first draft for the call to action they desire to convey.
Meeting day
Audrey: “Thank you all for coming and attending this meeting. Today, we are gathered here to
discuss the Art Fair campaign we received from Urban Artography. What exactly do we know
about them?

In their last email, they precisely mentioned the following:

Mike: Thank you Audrey. Well, we know they use social media to grow their brand awareness
and notoriety in the contemporary art photography field. They want to inspire and accompany
millennials and gen z artists in their growth and want them to travel the world to make their
best photography.
As a marketing objective, they want this event to have an amplification effect. It should be
super engaging and viral. As a persona, they are very conceptual, poetic yet very urban. Their
tone and voice are very frank, bold, yet arty, humoristic, and subtle (sweet, sensitive).

° The social media copies we’ll provide must be mobile first.

Jessica: Thank you Mike! Now, what do we know about the event?

A

Audrey Cooper

Inbox

Today

Hello Alex,
I allow myself to send you the latest brief regarding our client “Urban Artography”.

° The graphic design team must come up with informational, but entertaining designs for the campaign.
° As an agency, they expect us to help them address simple and concise posts to their target audience
with a clear CTA. They want to target millennials and Gen Z artists, art enthusiasts and collectors. They are
looking for adventurous talented youth who would do anything for a great shot.
° They ask to respect their SMART social media objectives. And to come up with an action plan.
° They want us to respect their persona, voice, and tone.
° They want to create the buzz around their event and become a leader in their industry.

Mike: To express their love to contemporary photography, they chose to make the art fair from
the 7th till 14th of February, from 5 to 9 pm. It is happening at Saint Marc’s old trail way in the
suburbs. They wish to tease and yet provide information to the attendees. Everyday, they want
to reveal an information on their social properties, to invoke curiosity. They want extremely
romantic designs, very conceptual, yet very urban. And mostly they want copies to accompany
their visuals.

° The event is on the 14th of February 2022.
We could really use your vision as a photographer and your expertise in social media.

Jessica: Hmm... So you say love, trail way in the suburbs, teasing, romantic, conceptual, and
urban. These are the keywords to orient our thinking….

Thank you in advance for your help.
Have a great day.
Audrey Cooper.
Head of Social Media strategies at Focus Pocus.
+ 33 0 6 33 32 31 30

Audrey: Thank you Mike for the info. Good reasoning Jessica. Let us start with our first draft
and brainstorm everything we come up with so far. Alex, what do you have in mind?
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2. Workshop 1Copywriting for social media.
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2. Workshop 1Copywriting for social media.
Answers

Questions

1/ Help Audrey and her team to brainstorm. Choose 4 adjectives as keywords, and under each
one write 4 adjectives or verbs that describe best your idea.
2/ For every idea you found, try to find an equivalent power word or an action word (power
words are simple words that drag attention, action words are imperative verbs that lead your
followers do something).
3/ Put your words in a text of three to four sentences. Use active voice only. Write short sentences to ask people attend the event.
4/ Read your text out loud. Now, involve your target audience in it. Deliver some added value
and some benefits to encourage them attend your event. (write between 4 to 6 sentences).
5/ Read your text out loud. Now, inform your target audience about the event based on all the
information you have, and on your previous work. Your copy should provide information, benefits, and fun facts.
6/ Read again your text out loud. In addition to your work, invoke curiosity within your community (storytelling, emotion, personal journey, unfinished information, etc.)
7/ At the end of your copy add a clear CTA.

1/ ° Passionate: devoted, talented, excited, romantic.
° Urban : explorer, young, hype, cosmopolitan.
° Conceptual: minimalist, ideational, perceptive, evocative.
° Viral : notorious, appreciated, thriving, accomplished.
2/ ° Passionate: date, art fair, valentine.
° Urban : fast lane, afterwork , break.
° Conceptual: idyllic, versatile.
° Viral : exclusive, now , grab, attend.
3/ Take a break from your fast lane lifestyle. Call your friends for a creative after-work date.
Visit our exclusive & idyllic art fair this valentine. To attend our versatile event, grab your ticket
now.
4/ Take a break from your fast lane lifestyle. Call your friends for a creative afterwork date. This
valentine, put on your baggiest clothes and visit our exclusive art fair. Sparkel your eyes with
our outstanding experience at Saint Marc’s old train station. Join our urban art gallery jungle,
for an idyllic narration. To attend our versatile event, grab your ticket now.
5/ Take a break from your fast lane lifestyle. This valentine, put on your baggiest jeans and
show some love to our millennial contemporary artists. Come visit our outstanding experience
at Saint Marc’s old train station from the 7th till the 14th of February from 5pm till 9pm. Join
our urban gallery jungle, for an idyllic narration. To attend our versatile event, grab your ticket
now.

Based on the following steps you took, write your draft copy for a future post
6/ Tired from your fast lane lifestyle? This Valentine, take a break and call a friend. Wear your
baggiest jeans and embrace yourself for an outstanding experience. What experience you say?
The one that drives you, miles away into an exclusive millennial contemporary artist ‘s universe. Wanna know more about this idyllic narration? Stay Tuned...
7/ To attend our versatile event, grab your ticket now. (or) Wanna know more about this idyllic
narration? Stay Tuned...
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2. Workshop 1Copywriting for social media.

3 . Secrets behind great copies
on all socials.

The Copy

Most of the time, social media users wish to come up with a “one-size fit copy” across their
social properties, regardless of the fact that on each platform, they target different audiences.

Tired of your fast lane lifestyle? This Valentine, take a break and call a
friend for an exclusive after - work date. Wear your baggiest jeans and embrace yourself to support our millennial contemporary artists. Come visit
our outstanding art fair at Saint Marc’s old train station from the 7th till the
14th of February from 5 till 9pm. And that’s only the beginning! Join our
urban gallery jungle, for an idyllic narration. To attend our versatile event,
grab your ticket now.

,,

It is true that social media platforms can show some similarities, but you still need to adjust
your copies to respect each platform’s needs and particularities.
Focus on the message you want to share. Keep a central idea to lead on and dispatch your
copies in conjunction with what is proper to every social media platform. You can keep some
common ground if it’s appropriate, such as visuals or video, to help visual learners catch your
post.
In this section, you will learn some copywriting best practices for a few social platforms.

Three golden rules
Before we start, you need to keep these
three golden rules in mind:
° Understand the difference between each
platform and write accordingly.
° Adjust to the audience’s expectation on each
platform.
° Ensure your writing supports a goal.

,,
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3.1. TWITTER

A tweet is composed of:
° 280 characters maximum.
For more engaging content, your tweet
should not exceed 70 to 100 characters.
° Hashtags.
° Emojis.
° Multimedia (image, GIF, Video,etc).
° links.
° Mentions
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3.2. FACEBOOK

A Facebook Post is composed of:
° Unlimited number of characters, but 40 to
80 are enough to engage.
° Hashtags.
° Emojis.
° Multimedia (image, GIF, Video,etc).
° links.
° Mentions.

What impact can you produce on Twitter?
° Aware: share a link with your followers and your copy will come as a footprint explaining
the value behind your link. Explain why to click and stir curiosity.
° Engage: If you wish to cover instant news or comment a hot news, Twitter is in the moment. You can leave an impact on the spot. You can engage with your community and expect
them to answer the second you hit your tweet button. So do they. If you are looking for an
express engagement, use Twitter.
How to write a great copy for Twitter?
° You must consider being very concise and straight to the point.
° Keep your text human centric and conversational.
° Start your tweets with a question. It will grab attention very fast. With your question, you
bring answers within your copy or article to things people don’t like to do. You are providing
help.
° At the very end, don’t forget to add a clear CTA.
° If you wish to provide discounts, let it be in % and not currency amount.
° Urge people to accomplish your CTA by fixing a limited time and avoid unnecessary hash
tags.
° Include all important information in your copy to target the right audience, when it comes
to sharing an article you’ve written.
° Use your power words and your appealing words as hashtags to get a chance to spread and
attract attention faster.
Content ideas you can use on Twitter
° Feedbacks on your content.
° Sens of humor and fun content.
° Hot News & daily matters.
° Quiz.

What impact can you produce on Facebook ?
° Inform & entertain: Facebook is a platform to stay up to date with your community.
Entice your audience to click on the link you shared. Shorter updates work best.
People engage more with it because it takes less time to read. If you still have some information to share, send your audience to another page, and leave the url in the post. This way, you
are sure your followers won’t miss the link, since they have the one you included and the one
generated by Facebook.
Use this short copy to clarify the value of your piece, or to tease your audience. In that case,
make sure the teasing is interesting to generate more clicks to your page in question.
° Inspire: People use Facebook to find inspiration. They look for interesting things to read or
watch. Build your community around that pinpoint. Use that need of evasion to promote your
product, project, or event. Transport people into your universe.
How? By leading the conversation with your community, commenting, sharing common interest with your community, asking questions, sharing news and announcements, updates,
events, and alerts around important matter.
° Announce: To generate more clicks, ask people to attend an event or subscribe. You need
to provide your followers complete information. Your copy must be organized and detailed.
The more your copy is neat the more people will rush to accomplish your call to action.
° Promote: The best way to sell is to write concise information about the features and the
benefits your product can provide. Hook your audience with the most convincing arguments
you can give: the truth, no funny business.
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° Engage: Give a sneak peek to your story. Add some extra appealing words and some emojis
to manifest an emotion. Have recourse to this technique whenever you have important expertise to share on a particular subject, or to be the first one to share information regarding a
subject, or simply to join a conversation occupying your followers.
Come up with short descriptions to accompany your visual and give a solid argument why
your followers must give time to your content. Or simply ask an open question to your followers, it will generate interaction (polls, surveys, what should you write about, etc.)

3.3 LinkedIn

A LinkedIn post is composed of:
° Unlimited number of characters, but 50 to 100 are enough to engage.
° Hashtags.
° Emojis.
° Multimedia (image, Video,etc).
° links.
° Mentions.
What impact can you produce on LinkedIn?

How to write a great copy for Facebook Ads?
° Catch your reader’s attention with your headline, as we spoke before.
° Sub-headline: in your primary text, your first
sentence should be short and unfinished. This
phrase sets up the mood and hooks the reader.
The second should come and complete the first.
° Even if it’s optional, the description remain
important. Use it to explain your headline and
sub-headline.
° Less is more. Don’t reveal everything in your
Facebook ad copy. Leave some mystery or some
information to drive people to click.
° Add a call-to-action button.
° Maintain the attention by stating something
useful.
° Add multimedia to attract the audience.
° Don’t push your add to much, people will do
the opposite of what you ask if they perceive it
as an intrusive ad.

Content ideas you can use on Facebook
° Ask questions.
° Behind -the-scene.
° Trending topics.

° Prospect and curate: find the highest number of potential prospects. Engage in a discussion and sell in direct later. Use it to discuss with your prospects, to drive conversion, to label
your positioning, to stand out of the competition, and to connect with your audience.
° Interact with similar content to yours: Keep LinkedIn to your professional updates.
Entice your audience to click on the link you shared and comment their post for a major exposer and recognition.

° Strory Telling.

° Create some value to your audience: Show your expertise.

° Videos.

How to write a great copy for LinkedIn?

° Blog posts.
° contests and giveaways.

° Personalize your headline like we discussed before, so they appear in search results.
° If you are writing to keep your followers up to date regarding one of your accomplishments,
give all details about that matter.
° Write as if you were writing bullet points.
° Focus on action words and key words.
° Make sure you place your links in the comment section or make them look good before you
add them to your copy. https://sniply.io/
° Don’t be predictable.

Content ideas you can use on LinkedIn.
° Share updates regarding your field or your activity.
° Entice people to « add to card».
° comment and like posts related to your field.
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3.4. Instagram

An Instagram post is composed of:
Writing on Instagram requires captions and hashtags.
° You should count 140 characters for a full copy.
° Emojis.
° Multimedia (image, Video,etc).
° Mentions.

What impact can you produce on Instagram ?
° Increase your Online presence: Increasing your online presence can only mean one
thing: increasing your notoriety on Instagram. To do so, you need to increase your brand
awareness, get new leads and engage more with your community. Each of the following
social media objectives is a goal by itself, thus an impact you can produce on Instagram.
° Rise Brand Awareness: you deserve to innovate and invest in your talent. Develop a
culture and gather your community around it. Encourage them to engage in it. Have your
trade mark and make it recognisable.
° Get new leads: new leads are qualified followers you want to target. They simply speak
your language and appreciate the efforts you are providing. They can be your prospects,
clients, competitors, market leaders, enthusiasts, connosoirs, influencers, or any person who
has a major impact on your industry.
° Engage: Answering questions in the comments, opens opportunities for others to know
more about you thanks to your responses and build trust with your future customers. Leverage trends to get discovered. Encourage your followers to share your content. Increase your
brand recall (easily remembered by people) and your brand recognition (easily differentiated
from others).
° Be an Industry Leader : surpass your competitors not only with your services, but also
with the way you connect with your audience. Go viral and create the buzz. write memorable
copies every time you have something to say, respectfully to you voice, tone and persona.
° Sell from the app : nowadays, it is possible to sell a product within the Instagram app.
Actually, you are driving traffic to your e-commerce, shop or merch without leaving the app.
° Set up your Instagram shop: create your own instagram store within Instagram. Fans can
go to your store without even seeing your posts, thanks to «view shop» button and on the
Explore Page.
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How to write a great copy for Instagram ?
° Your photo should be inspirational, but your copy informational. The photo must correlate
with copy. They both must convey your final message.
° Your copy must be short and simple. Do not exceed three sentences. Anything longer might
lose your audience’s attention.
° Don’t over do it with capitalization or punctuation, it is considered as spam. After reading
your copy, your audience want to know the solution you provide.
° Start your copy with a question that your audience can relate with. When choosing your
question, make sure to know the answer, make sure it’s a yes or no question, make sure to
keep the question positive.
° Include CTAs at the end of your copy. Use action verbs.
° Use hashtags in your copy instead of placing them all at the end. This way you will reduce
their number, avoid turning your post as spam, and spread it to the right audience. Limit
yourself to four hashtags (if you must do not exceed 10).
° Direct people to clickable links in the bio or in the stories.
° Invite your people to tag their friends or enter a contest.
° Keep your brand voice in your copies. Keep them simple and concise.
° Use emojis to give more personality to your copy.
° Cross-promote your work. For example, if you have content to share on Behance, promote
it on Instagram.
Content ideas you can use on Instagram
° Sell your products within the app.
° Collaborate with an influencer or someone with notorious.
° Make more videos. All Kind of videos/ Reels, Livestreaming, stories, posts, IGTV.
° Make more Instagram carousels.
° Write authentic, simple and concise copies with a clear CTA.
° Stick to your Brand persona, voice and tone.
° Take advantage of the link sticker.
° Keep a close eye on your analytics and metrics.
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Shadow banning on Instagram

3.5. TikTok
Why are you being
shadow banned?

What is
shadow banning?
it is nothing scientific or proved or
declared by Instagram.

It’s an arbitrary moderation
technique applied by Instagram
when it detects an unusual activity
coming from an account.

It is an assumption or
a constatation of a drastic
decrease of your reach.

Although It is still unclear, but some
practices can drive you to the
following situation, such as:
prohibited hashtags, the use of third party
apps to follow, like and comment other
accounts and posts automatically.

° Short Videos.
° Captions: 100 characters maximum.
° Hashtags.
° Filters.
° Funny effects.

What impact can you produce on TikTok?
What are the consequences of
a shadow banning?

What are the causes of
shadow banning ?

A TiktTok post is composed of:

Your account might not appear when you
tap the search bar in the explorer section.
You will recognize a drastic decrease in your
reach, and your posts won’t appear in the recent posts linked to a given hashtag.
You won’t get notified by Instagram, only
your statistics are here to warn you.

What is the remedy to shadow banning?
Don’t use prohibited hashtags and
blacklisted third party apps, don’t follow
and unfollow accounts in an abusive way,
switch back for a personal account for a
little time before you go back to your
professional one, don’t post for 48h.

° Lead: be witty. show you are the leader of your field and its fun for you.
Your job is super easy, fun and answer your followers needs.
° Entertain: Be a storyteller. When you increase your creativity, you increase your engagement.
How to write a great copy for TikTok ?
° Grab the attention of your followers very fast: greet your followers with a simple “hey”
and get to the point immediately. Your followers want instant information to be enter
tained. Make snackable content to keep their attention till the end.
° Engage with your audience: people on Tiktok will identify you based on your behavior and
your body language. As you know, Tiktok is a video platform, so you need to adapt your
behavior in front of the camera as well as the content you are sharing to your audience
expectation and to the image you wish to convey, since your copy is your video. Talk as if
you are sharing a story with a friend.
° Marry your core activity to what is trending. Take a trend and put it to your
advantage.
° Keep your copy/ video short: people want a piece of fast information that they didn’t
know before. Every video should convey one information.
° Be you: honesty is key to an active following.
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SUMMARY

A LITTLE EXTRA FOR THE ROAD
Social Media Optimization

Writing for social media
You can keep some common ground to your posts, but avoid making «one-sized fit»
copies. Respect every social media’ s target audience.
Twitter.
Rise awareness and entice the curiosity of your followers.
Twitter is in the moment.
Engage with your community.
Copies on Twitter are short, human centric, conversational and with a clear CTA.
Facebook.
Use it to inform, to entertain, to engage with your target audience, to inspire, to announce
major events and to promote your services and products.
Copies on Facebook are catchy, informative, concise, and with a clear CTA.
LinkedIn.
Use it to find new prospects and curation, and to stay connected with your peers.
A good copy on LinkedIn should be detail-oriented, short and with action words.
Instagram
Use Instagram to nurture your online presence, to be an industry leader and to sell your
products within the app.
You photo should be inspirational, but your copy informational.
Your copy should be short, concise and with a clear CTA.
Use a few hashtags and emojis to make your copy more attractive.
TikTok
Lead and entertain your community.
Be straight to the point, and provide fun content.

When writing for social media, there are some writing techniques that can increase your social
media optimization. This concept stands for a couple of best practices put together to provide
better awareness regarding your brand.
In that case, it is the sum of all your digital behavior that counts, knowing that social media is
just a part of an entire digital ecosystem, you put in use on your day-to-day work. What is all
this about? Scroll down to know more!
° Your content must be catchy and sharable:
Write copies on your website or any other platform that are share worthy.
Add social share button at the very end of each copy.
° Reward your followers’ efforts:
Provide a copy to reward your audience and get more interaction at the same time.
Tag your audience and brand ambassadors.
° Keep things real and far from professional jargon:
This will help you build real connections with your audience. All these efforts will help point at
your website.
° Find the right time and the frequency to share.
° Meet your social media goals and monitor your campaign by tracking the appropriate
metrics.
° Work on your SEO skills:
Use external links and help search engines to find your work.
Link building is capital to get more traffic.
Use UTM links to track the performance of your webpage.
° Use the appropriate hashtags as discussed before.
° Take advantage of Newsletter to understand what your audience like and dislike,
based on the click rates you collect.
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Writing copies for contest on social media

Running a contest is a fun way to get the community together. It is a mine of User Generated
Content (UGC).
Basics to run a contest:
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Different contests ideas for your photography business

Contest # 1: Open questions quizes, multiple-choice tests, and chrono-quizes are great ways
to get your followers’ feedback. The winner will be drawn. The chosen answer will be rewarded with free photography sessions with you.
Contest #2: Conduct secret prizes contest. Your followers should estimate the value of the
prize. The first 5 to give the right answer will enter the urn and only one name will be drawn.
This is an amazing tactic to launch a new product or service.

Running social media contests differs from one platform to another, but there are some common grounds for all of them:

Contest #3: Decompose one iconic photo of your artwork into many posts. Every day add a
piece to your puzzle. The first 5 people to find out what is the image, will win a prize. It is a
nice tactic to launch a new product or service.

° Learn about all legislation in your region or country regarding contests on social media and
all the technical possibilities before running the contest.
° Include terms and conditions either in the contest post or on a separate document.
° Identify why you need to run the contest.
° Reconsider the mechanism and the size of the contest and if a third party must be involved.
° The prize you are offering must match with what you are asking your followers to do, and
obviously with your field.
° Contests should not be too long and not too short, otherwise, your audience rate will drop.
° Respond to all DMs and comments when running contests, it will prove that you are serious
about it.

Contest #4: if you are hosting or participating in an event, focus on one or two major personalities that might attend it and start a betting game or even a prognosis regarding these
people. The winner will get to meet this person.

A good copy for a contest on social media:
° Hook your audience with your goal in a fun way.
° Tell them why you run the contest.
° Tell them what is the prize.
° Tell what to do to be part of your contest by
including all terms and conditions.
° Finish your copy with a strong call to action.

Contest #5: Photo and Video Contests. Ask your followers to copycat one of your iconic
artworks. The winner will get a signed copy of your work. This will generate a lot of fan arts
and Coldplay, thus a lot of UGC. It will bring the community together. As well as that, you can
share a brief on your social properties. Ask people to follow you and use your branded hashtag to enter the contest. The winner gets a cheque of 500€. Finally, you can use your Instagram stories to put the photos you received into a dual and let your followers ‘vote.
The winner will get a free entrance to your next exhibition.
Bottom line, run a contest to reach other tangible marketing objectives. Stay subtle in your
approach and remain a source of entertaining inspiration. The more you entertain, the more
you convince, the more you have credibility, the easier you reach your marketing objective
especially when it comes to sales.
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4. Workshop 2Copywriting for social media.

Jessica: Now that we have made a «basis - copy», and we have built a common ground, based
on the tone, voice and persona we know, they want us to adapt it to all their
social properties. We must respect every social media platform’s audience, in addition to all the
particularities related to each of the following social media: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn.

Answers

Facebook Ads

Mike: here is the copy we made earlier:
«Tired of your fast lane lifestyle? This Valentine, take a break and call a friend for an exclusive after-work date. Wear your baggiest jeans and embrace yourself to support our millennial
contemporary artists. Come visit our outstanding art fair at Saint Marc’s old train station from
the 7th till the 14th of February from 5 till 9pm. And that’s only the beginning! Join our urban
gallery jungle, for an idyllic narration. To attend our versatile event, grab your ticket now.»

Questions

Based on the following discussion:
You need to make one copy per social media.
Remember, the purWpose behind these posts is to make people visit the art fair. To write your
copy and communicate with your audience (millennial artists, travelers and passionate about
photography), you need to respect the brand’s voice, tone, and persona.
All information in the brief from our previous workshop, and the scenario you read, are to take
into consideration, in your copies.
Before you start writing:
° keep in mind the specificities of each platform.
° Keep your audience’s expectation in mind.
° Support your goal.
° Invoke curiosity.
° Finish with a clear CTA.

Twitter
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5. Tailoring your social
profiles like a pro.
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Now that you know all the secrets behind a compelling copy on social media, it is time to set
your profile as social media marketers would do it for you.

Answers

The purpose of this section is for you to take
full advantage of your profile settings.
Also, discover the latest updates social media
platforms have provided, and finally be more
familiar with personal branding techniques.

Instagram
LinkedIn

5.1 Instagram
° Business Profile: A business account is
free. It will help you engage with your audience more effectively.It will give you access
to all the data you need to measure.
° Profile Picture: Your profile picture is the
first thing people will see when visiting your
profile. Your profile picture must represent
whatever you wish people to think of you as
a photographer. Best practices recommend
to use a picture of yourself or your logo.

° Name & profession: add your real name
and your profession to show some professionalism.
° Bio: you have 150 characters to tell people
how awesome you are.
Deliver your message in the simplest way, use
emojis, keep the message short and concise
but creative and clever, use a baseline as a
punch line.
° Link: Use the only clickable link below the
bio. Share your website, portfolio. If you have
multiple links to share, use linktree to assemble them in one place.
° Location: Add your location if you have a physical
location, and all details related to your industry .

° Call - to - action button &
contact: You can add a call-to-action button in conjuction with your
markteing goal in mid. Also, you can
add details regarding the industry
you’re working in. You can add a
Whatsapp button
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Facebook pages.

5.2 Facebook
When it comes to Facebook, you must know that there is a before and after Meta.
First ,you will learn more about your basic options, and later I will follow up with the latest
updates.
When it comes to your social presence on Facebook, you have two choices, either to run your
Facebook profile like any other user or to start
your own page.
Both are good choices for you as a photographer.
Let’s find out more about these two options.

Facebook profile
° Cover photo: since your followers are visual
learners, send your strongest message through
out the first photo people see. You cover photo
must convey a professional message. It can be
part of your personal branding, or a marketing
objective you put in place.
° Profile photo or video: since your are using
your personal Facebook account for business, mix
it a little bit. Give it some personal perspective but
keep it classy and relevant to your activity.
° Name: It is preferable to use your real name,
so people can find you more easily. In addition to
that, your name is your «Brand.» It is better if you
use it for marketing purposes and personal branding.
° Bio: It is a quick description about you and what
you do. Use power words, adjectives and action
words. Remember, you only have 101 characters.
° Current professional position & schools you
attended: add it to inform people what’s your
core activity. It will give you extra added value regarding your expertise and professionalism.

M Q W O U

When it comes to Facebook Pages, those
pages have more of business attire.
° Template design: Facebook offers a premade template designed for your specific
business type to optimize your page.
Go to your page > Settings > templates &
tabs > Templates > Edit.

Real Name

Write a bio: quick description

Current job or position.
School you have attended.
City where you live currently.

° More moderators: if you are the page
admin, it is required to add more moderators and editors to support you and your
activity.
Go to your page > Settings > Page roles .

City where you are from.

https://yourwebsite.com

Location (if you have a physical studio)
Personal data that shows your skills.

Friends
Posts

Real Name

° City where you live & where you’re
from: the first one will help people
find you and the second identify you.
° Location: if you have a studio or
any physical location, mention your
address, so your customers and prospects don’t have to search for you.
Direct them to you.
° Details information: Provide your
information (website, phone number,
email), so people can contact you. And
enable the reception of messages on
Messenger, so people who don’t follow you can send you messages.

° Location: if you have a boutique, a studio, or
a shop, add your physical address in addition to
your contact. It will help potential customers to
find you.
°Featured like column: mention like-minded
businesses to build some business relations, and
help people compare you to other brands in case
they are not familiar with yours.
° Call- to- action: Page admin, editor, or moderator must add a “call-to-action button”, that suits
best your business objectives.

° Public ability to tag: Control the public ability to tag your photos, or to be
reached via private messages
Settings >Tagging Ability > Message >
Visitor Post.
° Profanity Filters: moderate comments
thanks to the “profanity filters”.
Settings > profanity filter > on.

° Messenger: use Messenger to dialogue with your prospects. Set a series of questions before you start the conversation with them. You will be able to hand him a quotation if he asks
for it.
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Facebook wants to manage your retargeting e-mails via Facebook Business Suite’s mailbox.
This will have an important impact on your CRM strategy, specifically on you’re A/B Testing.

When it comes to LinkedIn, you have a wide choice of options to be a member on this professional social network. You can create an account, a LinkedIn page, or even a LinkedIn group.

Most users focus on creating an account to enhance their prospection and curation, but also to
create a professional audience.

Updates after Meta
Now, that Facebook has become Meta, things are getting spicier by the second, with more options to explore. So here are the latest juicy updates you need to know that might impact your
work and your day to day routine on Facebook.
Updates on Facebook profiles
° Earn money with monetized reels:
eligible creators can earn revenue based
on the views of qualified reels, thanks to
Reels play bonus program. To get access
to this program, you have to get invited or
sign up a form.
Along with the monetization option, the
reels format is getting three more updates:
1. You can compose your video by
collecting multiple clips.
2. You can save it to draft and finish it
later.
3. Reels are expanded of 60 extra seconds.

Updates on Facebook pages
° Professional Dashboards :
This dashboard is a central of all the data
you need to understand to know how
good is your page working,.
If you’re the admin of your page, you will
be provided by snapshot of post engagement and followers count on top of your
page feed, in addition to some tips for
high performing content.
° Update posts composer : A variety of
creator-focused features is being tested,
such as scheduling posts.

As a photographer, LinkedIn is the perfect tool to
start a conversation, convert and reassure your
prospects about your services. Now lets find out
how to set a profile like a pro.

° Cover photo: since your followers are visual
learners, send your strongest message through
out the first photo people see. You cover photo
must convey a professional message. It can be
part of your personal branding, or a marketing
objective you put in place.

° Profile photo: no need to use a passport picture, or any formal one at all. In stead, choose
a picture that shows your personality, and the image you wish to convey. Keep it smart casual.
° Name: This is a professional network. I would be stating the obvious if I tell you use your real
name, no matter how long it is. No need to use Full CAPITAL Letters for your last name; just the
initials.
° Title: Keep in mind, people who follow you perceive you as a solution to a given problem.
keep your message short and clear, and tell your promise. Only then, provide your audience
with your title.

° Profiles with page features: with the
professional mode, profiles have become
more like pages.

° Current job: for your current job, create your Linkedin page and mention that you work for
your personal firm for a more professional attire.

Anyone can follow you and see your content without even sending a friend request .
Yet, you still have control over your content on individual posts, before your publish it.

° Location: if you have a studio or any physical location, mention your address, so your customers and prospects don’t have to search for you.
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5.4 Twitter

° Bio: for your bio, follow the following structure:
* Paragraph 1: talk to your target audience about the problems they might face.
* Paragraph 2: introduce the solution you provide.
* Paragraph 3: tell your audience why to choose you. Tell more about your expertise and passion to your work.
* Paragraph 4: Provide a call to action that entice them to contact you. Don’t forget to add your
contact information.

If you’re a young photographer, a millennial or
someone interested in fast communication,
Twitter is your guy! You can monitor your customers with new ideas and services because it is
an open network Now, let’s learn how to customize your profile!
° Cover photo: your cover photo can be less formal than
LinkedIn, but still need to convey a certain message, such
as personal branding, or brand image.

Do not neglect the following:
° Optimize your URL. For example, https://www.linkedin.com/maya-collins
° Add any assets or documents that can showcase your work and give your extra
credits, such as media, portfolio, website, pdf, etc.

° Profile photo: your profile picture can be as chill as
you want, only if it’s beneficial to the image you want
people to take on you.
° Username & name: choose an easy and memorable
username in which you can identify, as for your name.

° Choose only the experiences that are relevant to your current activity. No need
to add every professional opportunity, If it doesn’t sell what you do now.
° Volunteering: if you happened to be a volunteer in any NGO or organization, add
it to your LinkedIn profile. It will revile your humanitarian side.
° Skills: it is the easiest way to tell people what you know to do. Also, a great tactic
to improve your seo.
° Recommendations: ask people for recommendations. It will give your work extra credit. It is amazing to sell your activity.
° Center of interest: push forward the common interest you share with your target audience.

° Bio: take advantage of the 150 characters to write a strong bio. Write a quick description,
in addition to your branded hashtag. Add any extra customer services Twitter accounts that
might facilitate the communication between you and your followers.
° Media gallery: fill in your media gallery with your photography artwork. The best way to do
so is to tweet 5 to 10 tweets during a single day.
° Location: mention your location. It will help you connect more easily with your followers,
especially if you have a physical boutique.
° Direct Messages: adjust your settings to receive direct messages from anyone without the
need to follow them first.
° Like Tab: use your likes tab to create a collection of articles about you or every time you get
an important mention.
° Twitter lists: some of them are public, others are private. The public ones are great for curation, and the private ones are for you. With these lists, you can discover what others are saying
about your business, your competitors, and the industry. It’s a great option, because you have
access to information, without even following any of the list members.
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SUMMARY

Questions

Tailoring social profiles like a pro
Profiles on social media platforms vary, and yet here are some basic similarities to remember, when setting up your profile:
Profile Pictures
Profile pictures vary between formal and less formal, but what they all have in common is
«this personal approach» or image you wish to convey.
User name
Use your name or your firms. Avoid nicknames or funny looking spelling.

Based on our previous workshops, and all information you already gathered regarding
“Urban Artography”, help “Focus Pocus” to set up social media profiles for their client.
Refer to the course and to previous information, you learned about “Urban Artography”.
Include the following elements, to your copies: emojis, hashtags, mentions.
Make copies for Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn

Answers

Bio
The number of characters varies from one platform to another, but one thing is for sure;
deliver your message based on your tone, voice and persona.

Facebook

Instagram
Urban_Artography

Location
Only if you expect people to visit you, or if you have physical store, studio, or shop.
Call To Action
Use maximum - words: only action verbs and power words.
Profession
Expose your expertise and professionalism.
Contact
Entice people to take the first step and contact you.

152
Posts

12 K
Followers

2K
Following

+

Urban Artography

Urban Artography

@urban_artography . Art

Art Gallery

Daily Contemporary #urbanphotography.
Defending bold art with thin lines.
Challenging society with minimalism.
Screaming visual philosophy.
Linktr.ee/urbanartography

Message

1,793 people like this
2,098 people follow this

Additional contact info

View shop
Following

General

Community · Art · Website

17, Rue bar tartine, 75021 -Paris

WhatsApp

Sign up

urbanartography.com

Linktr.ee/urbanartography
contact@urbanartography.com
send message.

Additional contact info
We are Urban Artography. We are an art
gallery who promotes contemporary and
urban photography. We encourage young
talents to get their first chance to expose
their artwork.
We like new biginings. We like bold ideas
and thin lines. We like challenges and mostly to challenge and to leave an impact. we
like philosophers and we like them powerful.
Join your us now!
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Case Study 1User Gernerated Content

In times where the camera market was at its worse, Nick Goldman noticed that only professional athletes and surfers are able to get «cool in action shots.»After a personal experience, Nick
Goldman felt the need to invest in his new idea, and turn it into a new venture, best known as

Answers

Twitter

Go Pro.

LinkedIn

With the rise of GoPro, came the rise of social media and new communication methods.
Ventures were reinventing the way they advertise. And people did not only want to consume
but also to experiment,.
In the next case study, you will learn why GoPro is such a huge success and why you should
consider taking a deeper look at their social media copies.

Follow
Urban Artography
@urban_artography . Art

Why did Go Pro made it?

We feature #urban & #contemporary photography. We encourage young talents to take
their #firststeps. We like bold ideas and minimal art. Keep it arty!
Paris - France

urbanartography.com

URBAN ARTOGRAPHY

Contemporary and urban photography gallery for
young talents.
Art ° Paris° 621 followers

Follow

Subscribe

About
When you snap a picture, you snap a moment. With
your high emotional intelligence, you detect your
shots. A random idea to anyone else, can be a creative
project to you. You surpass yourself everyday. That’s
who you are!

“The real success was building the unique GoPro social brand with technology, creativity and social media. Building the GoPro social brand is known as the
virtuous model. It works like this: a surfer buys a GoPro camera, takes a shot and GoPro does the rest.”
Buying a GoPro is a whole experience. The second
you take your shot, it will edit and upload it to one
of the largest social media platforms (@GoPro, YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, or Instagram).
GoPro advertise their products with their consumers, rather than for their consumers. They have
recourse to what we marketers call, «User Generated Content».

Who are we? We are an art gallery. And we are eager
to find young, bold and talented contemporary and urban photographers, like you.
We expose young talents and help them take their first
steps. We like new biginings. We like bold ideas and
thin lines.
We have over 10 years of expertise, and many many
exhibitions, art fairs, and auctions behind us.
Join us now for a fresh start!

What is UGC ?
“User Generated content is the practice of consumers or fans putting out their own content
which in turn builds the GoPro Brand by using content for advertisements.” This puts the consumers in control. When they share their content via a # and they get feature on GoPro’s social,
they advertise for the brand.
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Case Study 1User Gernerated Content
Another example of UGC.

In this copy, DJI did practically the same as Go Pro.
However, there is a slight difference.
° They made a short and concise copy, with 4 sentences, as we have seen before.
° They gave us what’s in it for us in the first sentence. They gave us the benefits to hook us.
what’s in this copy?
This Instagram post is very clever in terms of copywriting.
Let’s proceed to the dissection and extract best
practices:
° Gopro used a photo taken by a member of their
community to sell a product. This photo speaks to
the community and conveys the wanted message
«buy GoPro Hero 10 Black and share your wildest
experiences with the rest of us.»
°GoPro used specific hashtags to engage the community. They ulternated the hashtags. Some are
in the text, others are at the very end.
° GoPro invoked curiosity by starting with «three
peas in a pod.» They hooked us and made want to
know more about these guys’ adventure.
° They gave us what’s in it for us, by mentioning all features and benefits we can take advantage of. In addition to that, they gave us a time frame before their offer expires. With «fear of
missing out» (FOMO), they concur us and push us to complete the act of buying.
° Finally, they added the product to the copy, so people can complete the purchase without
leaving the application.

° They didn’t share any storytelling or experience,
yet they use content (photo) from a community
member.
° They pushed us to use the product and yet no
mention of an inicitative or commit a purchase.
We know what to expect from this product and if
we wish to experience its effect, we logically buy it.
So, no direct call to action in this copy, but their is
some hidden elements.
° They used three branded hashtags.
° They added the product to the post, so followers
can commit a purshase.

GoPro and DJI use the same copy for all their social properties. Big ventures don’t need multiples copies for every
social media. It’s a choice they can make. They have installed a certain notoriety. They have a certain brand image
to maintain and to keep consistent. Pages like theirs,
should be a source of inspiration to you. You don’t have to
copy their strategy, because what is suitable for them isn’t
necessary suitable for you.
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Another interesting way to write on social media is storytelling. With this proven and predictable technic, create comfort and trust.
Tell the journey of YOUR hero. The hero, here in this scenario, is YOUR customer. You are the
mentor or the wise wizard, who advises and gives direction to this hero. You, in this scenery,
provide the needed tools, so the hero can overcome and defeat HIS obstacles (in that case,
fullfil a need). Call your community to an outstanding adventure. Describe, narrate, give details
and create the need.
Coming up next, you will learn some best practices and experience how big ventures tell their
stories.
Canon USA: this happened to me.
With this copy, Canon is sharing with us, the experience of a mom photographer, who cherished a
moment with her daughter.
What is superb about this copy is that they kept the
exact words of the photographer and they tagged
her, so the story matches the photo.
In addition to that, at the very end of the story, they
added their only branded hashtag, which consolidate the idea that great stories like this one happen
only when they are shot with a Canon camera.
This manifests the strong positioning they have in
the market.
Canon, also gave us some technical details, regarding the camera’s series, and the lens the photographer used to take that shot. Professional photographers will identify with this copy, on both the
emotional and technical side. This is a hidden call
to action to all interested photographers, who wish
to take similar photos to purchase the exact same
lens. Not to mention that it adds a certain professionalism and mastery in terms of photography technics. Posts like these are super engaging.

Canon USA: interesting factoid
In this copy, Canon is sharing valuable information
to entertain the community. The storytelling comes
under the format of a description, as if you were
reading or watching a documentary.
Canon is taking, once again, the exact words of the
photographer. This gives the brand a more human
perspective. With this brand voice, it is easier to
identify with the brand.
This copy includes a mixture of factoids and descriptions of the scene we are observing.
When sharing the opinion and tastes of the photographer/narrator regarding the shooted subject,
Canon is undirectly telling its community «what’s in
it for us».
Especially, when the photographer shares a valuable
tip regarding his cliché. He mentions what lens he
used, and why it is important to use it in similar
situations. With these simple words he spotted a
need and in return he gave THE solution.
If you happen to tap on the photo, many accounts
are tagged. This helps to increase the visibility of the
post.
You can also notice that a product was indexed to the post. And it isn’t a surprise if it’s the
same lens mentioned by the photographer in the text.
Once again, this is an implicit call to action: this lens is important for this situation, here it is,
go buy it.»
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Nikon USA: Testimonials
Nikon is using some feedback as testimonial to push
and validate important features in their product.
When you have a validation from someone else
about a given product, you are twice more likely
convinced to accomplish a purchase than when a
brand come up with its sales speech. This is exactly
like when you wish to take a second opinion. In this
scenario, Nikon is providing it to you.
The copy, here, is divided into two sections:
° section one: in the first four sentences, they want
you to think the following: look what this lady did
with our camera. She took extremely cool pics.
° section two: Nikon used the lady’s testimonial to
prove a point. The photos she took are impossible
to be taken, and yet she succeded thanks to our
product.
If you take a deeper look at the hashtags, you can
sente that Nikon is stating some important features
and benefits you can take advantage of.
This camera is mirrorless. It has a strong autofocus.
Use it for sports or in motion photography. With
these information, they’re trying to convince you
to complete the purchase till the very last possible
dote, in this copy.
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Leica USA: heritage
Leica has an interesting heritage to share and wishes to perpetuate it with other generations; the
connected ones.
With this corporate approach and communication
style, Leica states historical facts related to the
brand. This shows the excellence of the brand and
its great «savoir faire».
Leica wants to hook and engage the community
with this grand heritage of theirs. They want to impress their audience.
They want to reach collectors or photography
connosoirs. With this kind of copies, they preserve
the glory of their image and reach out to a younger
generation.
As you may notice, this large copy is brought to you
by Leica Society. This organism is an non- profitable
that «takes care of all aspects of the Leica camera:
photography, research, history & collecting», as it
says in their bio.
So taking care of their heritage is also part of their
CSR plan.
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Case Study 3Influencers.

What is actually a social media influencer? Why are we attracted to what they share? And what
does social media influence has to do with writing copies for social media?
Well, social media influencers are considered people with strong knowledge and experience in
a given subject. Their words can make a difference in a given field. With this power, they can
impact a general opinion. They know what’s best for this field, and brands want to sell what is
best for their brand images. With the need of leaving their copies human-centric and impactful, they collaborate with these influencers. When the words of wisdom come from an idol or
a connoisseur, people cannot miss out on your content, thus it’s much easier to convince your
community to complete your call-to-action if it comes from someone notorious and impactful.
Copies produced by social media influencers are
the exact definition of what we call «entertaining
and informational « copies.

Profile

Gab Scanu
@gabscanu

«Gab Scanu is a 25 year old Instagram sensation and trailblazer for contemporary landscape photography in which
he features breathtaking aerial shots of iconic Australian
landscapes and coastlines. His use of aerial photography
to capture idyllic scenes from a bird’s-eye-view, offers a
fresh perspective on well-loved and photographed locations [...].»

Engaging posts

When a given follower follows a given influencer, he
is simply looking to learn something while having
fun, in the simplest possible way.

This copy is a great example of an engagement post.
Gab started his copy with a question to hook your
attention with something you like. Consider doing
this practice very often. It works all the time.

And that’s why people and brands are interested in
influencers.

With his question, he told you that he likes to fly his
drone too. So he is leading by example.

Coming up next in this case study, we will examine
three photographers/ influencers and dissect their

Gab Scanu
@gabscanu

copies, to learn what Kind of copies they make, and
how can this be interesting for your future posts.

He gave you a video of his last shot, which is much
more engaging than a regular photo. The short
video is excellent to tease. Now if you liked it, you
have to click on the video, to watch the full version.
Gab gave you the name of his drone. He’s giving
you a reference, so you can experience the same
effects. Do this very often with your followers for
greater engagement.
He finished his four sentences with a clear and
concise CTA, in addition to two hashtags: one general and the other is branded.

Quin Schrock
@everchanginghorizon

Travis Burke
@travisburkephotography

The second hashtag is an interesting one for DJI. It’s free advertising without even being one,
which makes it even more appealing to the brand and to your eyes as a customer since it’s
coming from a trusted reference and not from the brand.
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Tips and opinions

Ads posts

Gab Scanu
@gabscanu

This copy is an advertisement. This kind of practice has become
very popular and quite interesting as much as to photographers
and to the brand.
This is an open declaration from Samsung, that Gab’s content is
trustworthy, technical, and impactful enough for them to trust
him with their own ad. And vice versa.

Gab started his copy by stating the benefits he found
while using his new smartphone from Samsung.
By stating all the possible ways this smartphone can
make your life easier, he is creating the need.
In addition to those, he highlighted some important
features to serve the same purpose, such as «large
display» and «fast processing speed».
Words like that are what the human eye catch first.
They are simple, familiar, and convincing. These are
the famous power words we always look for in a
sale copy, as I mentioned earlier in the course.
To finish his copy, he incites your curiosity by making you wait to see the final result. The game of
comparison is key to pushing the product and giving
it more value to your eyes, as a customer.
He used two hashtags only. The choice he made
is very wise. #ad to tell you that he is selling something and he had been paid for this content, and
#galaxyfold» to showcase all the possible posts regarding this new smartphone.
Tagging the brand in question wasn’t an option to
neglect since it’s an ad for their product.
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Gab Scanu
@gabscanu

In this copy, Gab is giving his opinion as an expert. He knows
the product, he knows what is best for photography, and he’s
sharing a usage he found interesting.

With sentences like «All in one», «can safely say it’s
my new favorite drone», and « a perfect combination of quality, portability, and intelligence»,
he is accentuating the expertise and the credibility
he has.
You should do the same with your followers. Share
your opinions, and be their reference.
The fact that he’s been flying his new drone in different places and conditions proves that his drone
has a high quality. This argument only means that
he is experienced enough to tell if a drone is worth spending your money on or not. This is a strong
sales argument. It’s entertaining, informational, and
it sells.

With his description of the drone’s feature, he’s adding an extra layer to convince you to try the
drone.
His enthusiasm is a mortar to your appetite. His knowledge is key to your curiosity. And his
expertise is your guarantee to your trust.
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Profile

Profile

« Travis Burke is an accomplished photographer, athlete,
public speaker, and explorer. Growing up passionate about
skatebording & surfing in Oceanside , Califronia, Travis has
always been known to push bounderies of his crafts [...].»
Travis Burke
@travisburkephotography

Brand Ambassador
Travis shared his adventure with his followers. He
told you what happened to him, what he saw there,
and what he was worried about. He shared how he
felt about his adventure. This type of content is super engaging.

Quin Schrock
@everchanginghorizon

«Quin Schrock is an adventure and lifestyle photographer
based out of Southern California. [...] Quin is always one
to forge his own path and his distinct photographic style
captures the intrepid human spirit engaging with diverse,
remote, and off-the-beaten-path landscapes [...].»

Reporter or documentalist

Quin made a copy worthy of a reporter’s work. Once
again, he provided fun facts.
With the first three sentences, he made it seems like
the beginning of an interesting story.

Giving you some context is an easy way to slide the
information, that he’s been using a GoPro all this
time.

Then, he gave you a context, to provide you with
some of his valuable tips.

This is the simplest and most human-centric technic
to be a brand ambassador and spread the good that
might come from a product he experienced and is
ready to defend.

Given the background he has, this kind of copywriting suits his profile perfectly. It is in concordance
with his personality, and with what he does for a
living. It shows great consistency to his editorial line.

With his background in mind, Travis and his story
are perfect for GoPro.

Quin didn’t use any hashtags, or tagging in this copy.
It is purely informational. Pure facts to draw a little
smile on his followers’ faces.

As an influencer, he has the impact needed. And as
a photographer and an athlete, the perfect profile.
His copy here is just a more credible story to
witness that GoPro provides great experiences only.
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